Appliance and Industrial Applications

Uson provides innovative solutions to appliance and industrial product
manufacturers worldwide. Our experiences and knowledgeable engineers ensure
each customer receives increased testing speed, sensitivity, and repeatability.
Ask your Uson representative about these and many more highly successful
applications. Our dedication to provide leak and flow test solutions to appliance
and industrial product manufacturers is unsurpassed.

Qualitek mR

Household

Office and Retail

Gas Products

Coffee makers

Disk drives

Tubing and pipes

Dishwasher parts

Printer heads

Welding equipment

Garbage disposals

Toner cartridges

Thermostat controls

Disposable lighters

Ink jet cartridges

Valves and regulators

Plastic spray nozzles

Product packaging

Water heater controls

Dish washer components

Food container closures

Manifolds and regulators

Film canisters and pouches

Beverage dispensing parts

Heaters, stoves, and grills

AC & Refrigeration

Water Devices

Electrical

Heat exchangers

Filters

Pumps

Hydraulic blowers

Meters

Two-way radios

Air conditioner coils

Water faucets

Solenoid valves

High-pressure couplings

Fire sprinklers

Underwater lamps

Refrigerator compressors

Irrigation sprinklers

Electrical generators

Thermal expansion valves

Manual on-off valves

High-voltage terminals

Ice-maker solenoid valves

Scuba-diving equipment

Cellular telephone cases

Industrial temperature probes

Water-pressure couplings

Electrical transducer housings

Appliance and Industrial Product Testing
EXTENSIVE experience in all forms of manufacturing makes Uson the first choice for production-line test equipment. From simple pressure
decay to helium mass spectrometry; from stand-alone instruments to complex test systems; Uson has the knowledge to provide industrial and
appliance manufacturers around the world with the absolute best production testing solutions.
ENGINEERS throughout the world use Uson leak, flow, and functional testers to design and manufacture solid products: products that are leaktight, have the correct flow rate, and conform to proper operating characteristics. Uson engineers evaluate the customer’s product and suggest
the best testing technique for the specific application, whether benchtop or complete automated systems.
WORKING with customers to solve their most demanding test challenges sets Uson apart from all other testing companies. Based in Houston,
Texas; Uson operates sales and service centers in Houston, Michigan, Salt Lake City, Neuss (Germany), Shanghai (China) and Bury St. Edmunds,
UK. The firm’s ISO-certified manufacturing plant in Houston supplies test instruments and complete test machines to all parts of the globe.
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